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Introduction
Composite structure of liquids was recently reviewed and revealed by analyzing
representative data on vapor-liquid equilibria∗ by considering topoenergetic
principles in retrieval of experimental data and to establish their structural
significances [1]. Even so-called pure liquids represented by unique molecular
species results to be multiphase systems. Water is a particular case for which
many experimental data can prove this fact. Generally, two main phases are
detected in different conditions of behaviour, namely the amorphous phase
responsible for instance for mixing with gases, solid solutes and/or other liquids
while the “crystalline” one remains as inert. These two phases are intimately
mixed each other with dimensions of nm as order of magnitude and the
macroscopic properties of liquids depend on the nature and strength of their
coupling. This aspect represents the main purpose of the present contribution
regarding water and aqueous solutions.
Topoenergetic point of view
The composite structure of systems under transformation was the basic
principle in the development of new working principles in defining the behaviour
of any kind of system in different processing and/or operating conditions. The
physical meaning of this assumption is that in a transforming system at least
two components (phases) coexist, mutually interact and exchange energy with
exterior in different manners. In view to better understand the evolution of these
new working principles, the main milestones of their development are presented
below.
The experimental study of polymer morphology, more exact of polyethylenes,
represented the starting point of the development of these new principles.
Polyethylene (PE) is a so-called semicrystalline polymer having amorphous and
crystalline phases. In ideal conditions PE has a planar zigzag catena (Annex 1)
which defines the molecular conformation (molecular geometry), but in different
synthesis conditions two important PE types result, namely : low density (LDPE)
and high density (HDPE) in which the nature and density of molecular defects
are different. Generally, the crystalline morphology common for both PE types
has lamellar habit with orthorhombic unit cell [2], but its behaviour in different
processing and/or operating conditions drastically differs.
Annealing at temperatures near melting point of crystalline phase is one of the
important treatment applied to polymer samples in view to stabilize their
∗
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morphology. Two independent processes occur in crystalline phase, namely the
lamellar thickening and precipitation of intralamellar defects (Annex 2). The ratio
of amplitude associated to these processes is different for the two kinds of PE,
namely: in HDPE predominates lamellar thickening while in LDPE predominates
the defect precipitation. This last process has an important effect on the
behaviour of crystalline phase and has been initially detected by multimelting
behaviour in a highly branched PE (LDPE) subsequently annealed at increasing
temperatures in steps of 50C below melting point [4]. The nature of this process
was thoroughly studied on some HDPE brands and the samples obtained by
their chlorination (CPE) [5-7]. Conformational defects randomly distributed in
crystalline phase of HDPE were grafted by chlorination in aqueous suspension
and activated by UV radiation, so CPE samples behave in annealing treatment
like LDPE. In fact, the intralamellar defects coherently precipitate into local
amorphous domains (LAD) along the direction defined by minimum elastic
constant [8]. Melting behaviour of these samples gives interesting information
about the nature and amplitude of this process. It is important to reveal these
two main aspects unequivocally defining the transformation process. Melting
process can be evidenced by the dependence of specific heat (at constant
pressure, Cp) as a function of temperature. There are many calorimetric
measuring systems allowing such measurements. Adiabatic calorimeters with
small heat increments are the most accurate, but need long time and laborious
experimental conditions. Differential thermal analyzers (DTA) and differential
scanning calorimeters (DSC) are enough accurate for rapid analysis and
comparison of large series of related samples. In calorimetric systems melting
of the crystalline phase produced by increasing temperature appears as an
increasing dependence of Cp(T) having a lambda shape extended over a
specific temperature range and centered on the maximum value of Cp defining
melting point denoted as Tmo. This Cp(T) dependence is specific to an orderdisorder process [9]. DTA melting behaviour of HDPE and its CPE annealed at
a temperature near Tmo for different periods of time, show that by annealing the
melting endotherm of HDPE becomes sharper, taller and Tmo shifts to higher
values, while for CPE it appears a lower endotherm centered on Tm1
temperature, increasing in amplitude with annealing time while Tmo
proportionally decreases. Conversion of splitting coefficient (α) during annealing
at different temperatures shows that there is a threshold temperature below
which this splitting process does not exist. This value represents the glass
transition (Tg ≈ 80 0C) for molecular species of polyvinylchloride obtained in
CPE samples.
Tm1 melting process represents also an order to disorder process and is
associated to the “melting” of ordered LAD. Tm1 and Tmo processes appear to
be strongly interconnected evidencing the coupling of the two phases: LAD and
crystalline fragments. A similar coupling may exist also in HDPE between
crystalline and amorphous phases and can be generalized to any crystalline
material influencing its melting, crystallization and all properties. This coupling
appears in DTA measuring system by melting endotherms, so it is important to
analyze how these processes can be described.
Oster & Auslander assumed that a transforming system can be described as
electric circuits by contribution of components with elementary behaviour
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(dissipative, capacitive, inductive, potentials, etc.), called as topoenergetic
representation of non-equilibrium systems [10]. Unfortunately, they tried to
describe just at beginning complicated cases by considering spatial distribution
of energy circuits and could not verify experimental results, so they abandoned
soon these ideas. The above results have allowed to represent the overall ATD
m easuring system as an energy circuit in which the tested specimen consists in
two capacitive components dissipatively coupled (Annex 3) [11]. It is important
to note that space does not appear explicitly, but is implicitly contained in the
constitutive components. For instance, if one compares the results for the same
sample obtained in different DTA systems having different shapes and
dimensions, they differ, so it is of capital importance to standardize the shape
and dimensions of the tested specimens and generally the experimental
conditions in view to compare the behaviour of different samples.
The time dependence of energy flow for each capacitive component appears as
essential aspect of this new formalism, so the two coupling components of the
tested specimen have their own local time frames. The inert component, Cin,
has the same time frame as the inert component of the reference specimen
(CR), but the local time frame of the transforming component, Ctr, is different.
Experimentally, this fact shows that the associated heat flow win immediately
appears by changing exterior temperature T1, while wtr is delayed as a function
of temperature and process nature.
The study of the amorphous-crystalline coupling in HDPE has the first
application of these basic concepts for which the approximation of purely
dissipative coupling was assumed (Annex 4)[12]. Tmo represents the threshold
value which separates the two processes: crystallization (T < Tmo) and melting
(T > Tmo). Crystallization process was initially considered by using an
isothermal differential calorimeter prepared at a crystallization temperature, T,
where the tested specimen was transferred from an initial equilibrium
temperature over Tmo. Two exothermal heat flows appear, namely the first one
immediately after the contact of the specimen with the calorimeter cell is win
and the delayed one, wtr.(see Annex 5: superimposed crystallization
thermograms obtained for a polyester
brand on standard specimens at
crystallization temperatures spaced at 10C in a commercial DSC). The period ti
depends on T according to a kinetic eqn. established by considering the
Arrhenius law for specific period of time associated to local thermal transfer of
Ctr. For a series of similar experiments performed in standardized experimental
conditions (SEC) for different crystallization temperatures, it is possible to
determine the constant (E, K) defining the nature and amplitude of
crystallization process. Annex 6 shows the experimental results according to the
original Arrhenius kinetic eqn. obtained in SEC for three HDPE brands. There
are represented two series of data obtained for dry samples (powder as such)
and their mixture with silicon oil (medium samples) considered as inert
component.
This kinetic eqn. and all experimental procedure were extended soon to a large
variety of transforming processes. Annex 7 presents the results obtained for the
curing-polymerization process in a mixture of epoxide resin/curing agent for
which the threshold temperature is the glass transition of the epoxide resin or a
specific value of the mixture defining its freezing point [13].
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By considering a large number and variety of transforming processes according
to the specific SEC and a general procedure, a UNIVERSAL representation was
established (Annex 8) [7,14].
Annex 9 presents the results for crystallization process of HDPE samples
according to these principles. In both representations the process nature is
common for all tested samples and defined by first phylogenic parameters
(n1,m1) while the amplitude can be defined by ontogenic parameters. For
instance, the amplitude of crystallization process is defined by the content in
crystalline phase initially determined by DTA [15], so it results a good
agreement with the value predicted by K param eter (see its significance in the
Annex 4).
Annex 10 sketches again the main features of the topoenergetic principles in
defining the behaviour of composite systems in Arrhenius and Universal
representations. Polarity of the transforming process is another important
aspect defining the particular significance of the ontogenic and phylogenic
parameters. For instance, the crystallization and polymerization processes have
different polarities as it results immediately by comparing their calorimetric
thermograms [16]. Relationships presented in the table are established by
analyzing a large variety of practical cases, but CS (the coupling strength of Cin
and Ctr) these are not definite yet.
The model of purely dissipative coupling has been tried also for the coupling of
LAD-crystalline fragments in CPE sample in annealing experiments similar to
the crystallization ones (Annex 11) [17]. This coupling was initially studied by
considering the time conversion of the splitting coefficient as determined by
DTA on already annealed CPE samples (considered as in vitro measuring
system), so live experiments (in vivo measuring system) systematically showed
only the inert component and never the transforming process, but the DTA on
the resulted samples clearly showed the defect precipitation and LAD formation.
It appears that an inductive component appears in this particular amorphouscrystalline coupling, CL, whose energy flow annihilates: wtr = - wL. This can be
explained by the direction change of the kinetic momentum of precipitating
defects. These experimental facts are similar with the apparently violation of
conservation laws for energy and kinetic momentum evidenced in β-decay
process also by calorimetry [18,19]. These facts were led to the consideration of
neutrino as a new particle whose existence is not yet clearly confirmed by
experiments.
The next step was to check if an inductive effect exists by simultaneous
annealing of two identical CPE [20] or different samples [21]. Annex 12 shows
details of these experiments performed by using a brass block for isothermally
annealing of CPE medium samples. The annealed samples have cylindrical
shape with diameter of 6 mm and were cut at the same height as DTA
specimens in view to perform 4-6 DTA runs on each sample and to determine
the mean and standard deviation values for the splitting coefficient. Annex 13
shows the obtained results as a function of annealing time for the same CPE
medium sample as annealed in different orientation in respect to gravitational
field and/or each to other, namely only vertical (V) or only horizontal (H),
simultaneously annealed vertical and horizontal (VH) and simultaneously
annealed two vertical samples (VV). Two series of results are obtained by
placing the samples directly in metallic block and in Pyrex glass tubes,
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respectively. A clear difference results for the first series of results, so the early
stage of defect precipitation expressed by the splitting coefficient at 1 minute of
annealing (αo) shows a net inductive interaction both with the gravitational field
and between them depending on the mutual orientation (Annex 12).
Water and aqueous solutions
The initial idea on composite structure of liquids was based on the observations
of solubility behaviour. These observations belong to the general observations
according to which not entire specimen participates to any kind of transforming
process. In solubility experiments the process of transformation is triggered by
isothermally mixing of two components (Annex 14). Once again calorimetry is
the most appropriate measuring system for such processes. High resolution
mixing calorimetry (HRMC) allows to reveal many important aspects of these
processes in most efficient conditions [22]. Solution and dilution processes of
several sulfates (as anhydrous and hydrated species) in water have revealed
the composite structure of water and aqueous solutions, the nature and
amplitude of these processes. The net difference between structure of water
used as solvent and water contained in the hydrated species was the first
important fact observed. Hydrated species show endothermal solution process
while anhydrous ones have exothermal effect. It results that cations create
specific ordered domains in aqueous solutions.
Annex 15 shows the first phylogeny in Arrhenius representation of solubility
behaviour of several hydrated species of alkali halides salts in water as
expressed in grams of anhydrous salt per gram of water (eigenvalue) [23]. Even
for an experimented scientist, it would be no difference between solubility
behaviour of different hydrated and anhydrous species of the same salt.
Although their nature seems to be the same in this representation, the
amplitude strongly differs for the same salt, showing that the solution process
involves only a specific phase of water considered as amorphous.
Annex 16 presents the dependences of hs and Es of solution endotherms for
two fractions of NiSO 4.7H2O grain size as a function of solute mass (mst) at
room temperature [22,24]. It results a common phylogeny for water solubility of
all considered sulfates by considering θ = hs or Es and U = mst (Uo = 0).
Annex 17 shows the dependences of hd of HRMC dilution thermograms as a
function of cst (concentration of diluted solutions in mass of anhydrous sulfate
per mass of water) at room temperature.
Annex 18 shows the dependences of most important topoenergetic parameters
in Universal representation of dilution processes of the considered sulfates for θ
= Ed and U = cst (Uo = 0) (at 300C) [22]. The significance of these results is
similar to the results obtained for solution processes, namely: the nature is the
same; the amplitude of solution process increases in the following order with the
cation species :
Cu < Na2 < Fe < Ni < Mn < Mg ;
the kinetic entity and the coupling strength (CS) between the newly formed
amorphous phase in the aqueous solutions and the “crystalline” phase (as the
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inert component in dilution and solution processes) have inverse order in the
series. CS dependence is supported by further measurements.
Hosemann and coworkers have demonstrated for a large variety of materials
(metals and polymers) by using an original and accurate small angle X-ray
scattering technique, that amorphous and crystalline phases remain as
separated and have similar structures in molten and solid states [25].
The next step in the structural study of water and aqueous solutions is to reveal
more direct the existence of the amorphous-crystalline coupling similar to the
one observed in PE.
Annex 19 shows in its upper part the DSC measuring system used for evidence
of melting behaviour of water and aqueous solutions [24]. A standardized
specimen and thermal regime of freezing and heating were used. The melting
endotherms of a series of successively diluted to half concentration of aqueous
solutions of CuSO4.5H2O and water (solvent) are represented in the lower part.
For all considered sulfates the same splitting phenomenon like for CPE was
observed, proportional with cst.
Annex 20 shows the dependences of some important parameters measured on
melting endotherms as a function of cst for several sulfates. In addition (see
Annex 2 for CPE) it was considered: the overall melting enthalpy for pure water
and for a solution (∆Hm(cst)) ; their ratio , q= 100(∆Hm(cst)/ ∆Hm(0)) , (in %),
representing the percentage modification of the melting of water by solute
addition ; αq and (1-α)q the similar modification associated to Tm1 and Tmo
processes, respectively. Dependences of h1 and α on cst are similar to the
stress-strain dependences, so they are comparable taking into account the
common process of defect and/or impurity precipitation activated by thermal
and mechanical energy, respectively. Na2 has the most “rigid” behaviour, while
Mn shows a plastic flow of precipitates, corresponding to strong and weak
binding of precipitates, respectively. The same significance results for the
dependences of αq and (1-α)q on cst. These facts are in good agreement with
the result for the coupling strength between Cin and Ctr in dilution behaviour
(Annex 18).
It results that thermomechanic analysis (TMA) of melting process could
evidence this amorphous-crystalline coupling in more accurate conditions than
DSC. Annex 21 shows schematic draw of the basic disposition for accurate
measurements of density of liquid samples, differential thermal density analysis
(DTDA) and TMA [24]. Annex 22 schematically shows details of TMA principle.
Annex 23 shows typical melting thermograms and the significances of some
important quantities measured from DTDA and TMA runs for aqueous solutions.
The most important fact is that by freezing of aqueous specimens in highly
repeatable conditions, the thermally driven separation process between
amorphous and crystalline phases can observe by telescopic shearing (see
detail in Annex 22). The same process was observed in DSC cell for which
splitting process occurred.
Annex 24 reproduces DTDA and TMA thermograms for a series of aqueous
solutions obtained by successively dilution to half concentration in comparison
with pure water used as the solvent.
Annex 25 shows the dependence of E1(Eo) (both quantities expressed in
arbitrary units from recorded diagrams) as resulted from TMA for different
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aqueous solutions of the considered sulfates. The same significance results for
the cation influence as from DSC.
Annex 26 shows the dependence of internal stresses between frozen and liquid
states, σint, and percentage modification of liquid density by solute addition
versus cst for several considered solution series. It is important to note: (i)
solute addition decreases internal stresses and (ii) the effect of Mn is higher
than Na2, i.e. at the same cst : σint(Na2) > σint(Mn) in good agreement with the
coupling strength in the liquid state. Liquid density shows that Na2 makes more
dense clusters than other cations make. A similar phenomenon has been
evidenced for water in liquid state for which the internal stresses (as expressed
independently by CS and threshold pressure) decrease by ethanol addition at
250C [26].
Homoeopathy
Intensive and long experience on structure and properties of water and aqueous
solution by using more and more sensitive experimental techniques, has
allowed evidence the difficulties in obtaining reproducible samples even
originating from the same sample of water. However, in view to evidence the
influence of a specific treatment, these techniques have demonstrated their
efficiency. For instance HRMC is enough sensitive, repeatable and/or
reproducible measuring system in evidencing the endothermal effect of mixing
of two specimens originating from the same water sample one of them held in
the hand of the operator just before. The mixing effect without this “radiestezic
treatment” was systematically zero even on 10 times higher sensitivity.
The coexistence of amorphous and crystalline phases in water and aqueous
solutions is evidenced by HRMC experiments of the tested specimen with a
hygroscopic liquid denoted as structural developer (ethanol, methanol,
pyridine, amines, phenol, etc.) (Annex 27). The mixing exotherm shows a
bim odal process, so the first one represents the mixing of the amorphous phase
and the delayed one is specific to a part of the crystalline phase. For pure water
or diluted solutions it is difficult to separate the two components in the
thermogram. However, it is possible to consider the discrete form of the global
exotherm, w(t), at the same intervals of time for
a series of repeated
experiments in rigorously standardized experimental conditions.
Annex 28 shows the theoretical dependence of the integral mixing energy, E(t)
and relative standard deviation, σ(t), on mixing time for a unimodal process [27].
Annex 29 shows experimental results of σ(t) obtained at 300C by using
methanol as developer for different specimens of water and successively diluted
aqueous solutions [27]. It is important to mention the following aspects on
sample conditioning: H2O STD is freshly distilled water which is essentially
degassed; H2O STD* is “dynamized” (or succussed) H2O STD (a mechanical
treatment specific to the homoeopathic technique consisting in vigorous beating
the glass container with the liquid sample on a solid support (metallic bloc
covered with a cotton tissue) for 100 times with an approximate frequency of 1
beat/second); annealed H2O STD was freshly distilled water maintained at room
temperature for approximately 3 months;
normal solutions are obtained by
simply addition of water (H2O STD) on successively diluted solutions without
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any agitation; succused solutions were performed by using annealed H2O STD.
There are evident differences for the three types of water samples, so that the
annealing and succussion have the effect of equilibrating the composite
structure of water by decreasing σ value in the following sequence:
H2O STD > H2O STD* > annealed H2O STD.
Systematic differences in the normal and succussed solutions result over
approximately 50 seconds of mixing. In the first stage the weakest coupling
structures are formed by chemical etching effect of the developer, so the
minimum values mark the formation of stronger and stronger structures. H2O
STD clearly shows this separation and by addition of Na3PO 4.⋅12H2O this
separation increases, i.e. the first stage of weak coupling species is narrowed
and the second stage increases.
Succussed solutions show a broadening of the first stage due to the hardening
process of the initial species.
Another important aspect corresponds to the oscillatory behaviour of σ as a
function of dilution order for both series of solutions (left side of Annex 29). The
amplitude of these oscillations is smaller for succussed solutions, but the
maxima are for the same orders: 1, 3, 5, 7.
Homoeopathy represents a so-called traditional medical practice using as
remedies successively and dynamized aqueous solutions of initial tinctures
generally described in Materia Medica. Homoeopathy is considered as founded
by Samuel Hahnemann (see Annex 30) by experiencing the basic acting
principle according to which an agent producing the disease can cure, but
administered in specific low doses (“sim ilia similibus curantur”).
Annex 31 schematically shows how homoeopathic (centesimal) dilutions are
performed according to Hahnemann technique called as n-CH (n is the dilution
order). It is important to note that the probability to find material traces of the
initial tincture in dilutions over approximately n=6 is practically zero. However,
homoeopathic practice usually prescribes CH dilutions up to n=200 and
experiences systematic clinical effects. Could be these clinical effects similar or
just placebo effect ?
The first step in searching the answer was to detect stable and reproducible
structural patterns in these dilutions. This idea was launched also for
establishing efficient analytical methods in view to characterize the
reproducibility of prescribed dilutions.
Natrium Murriaticum is one of the basic remedy prescribed by Materia Medica
with CH dilutions made with 70% vol ethanol as the solvent. High accuracy
measurements on liquid density by using above described technique (Annex
21) on normal and dynamized series of centesimal dilutions have showed
systematic results appearing at first sight as contradictory by comparing with
their ethanol content (Annex 31). The final conclusion demonstrated on further
experiments was that ethanol makes more stable structures in dynamized
dilutions.
Density and different calorimetric measurements on a large number of normal
and dynamized centesimal dilutions have demonstrated systematic structural
differences, but the results have large statistical deviations. For instance, the air
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content cannot be controlled enough, and this is an important source of the
majority of structural measurements.
The next step was to compare structural patterns with clinical results performed
in most objective conditions. For this reason, the method of isolated organ was
chosen as avoiding the placebo effect.
Annex 32 shows the classical experimental setup used for evidencing the
contraction and/or relaxation effect of an acting agent on the isolated piece of
duodenum smooth muscle taken from rat. Aqueous solution of acetylcholine
was used as standard (contraction action) in respect to which the normal and
dynamized centesimal dilutions (in pure water) of Belladona was defined by
pharmacodynamic activity (in %). Tincture of Belladona is usually prescribed in
general medical practice by its relaxation effect on duodenum muscle. Annex 33
presents pharmacodynamic action (PA) of centesimal dilutions of Belladona as
function of dilution order up to n=200 [28]. It is important to notice the following
facts: pure water has no effect while dynamized water shows a reproducible
and small contracting effect; normal dilutions show a vanishing relaxation effect
up to n=5; PA of CH dilutions shows not monotonous dependence with n,
furthermore over approximately n=25 it changes in contracting effect and
becomes as oscillatory ; PA was repeated several times for each n (on different
dilutions and piece of rat duodenum) and reproduces also after 18 months on
the same dilutions (differences in both cases were up to 2%); CH dilutions up to
approximately n=40 showed smell of ethanol for long time; highly accurate
measurements on specific heat showed an approximately similar dependence
as PA(n), but with statistical deviations of repeated and reproduced experiments
higher than PA values.
As a consequence of a large number of structural measurements on CH
dilutions of different tinctures (using additionally other experimental techniques
that the above mentioned ones) and correlated with clinical results, it si possible
to assume the following
Conclusions :
1. Internal stresses in water and aqueous solutions are associated to
amorphous-crystalline coupling. Generally, σint has maximum value in pure
water and decreases with solute addition. They are responsible for
macroscopic properties of aqueous samples both in liquid and solid state.
2. Structures of CH dilutions and PA(n) information are established during
performing CH dilutions. These must be considered as unitary, because the
existence of the n-th dilution means that the entire series up to n already
exists.
3. Efficient inductive components formed by succussion, together with other
structural components in CH dilutions can transmit, receive and/or convert
this information in different forms of energy specific to PA nature. It is
possible as all dilutions have the same basic physical structure, but
establishing a specific and permanent link with PA(n). This linkage can be
transferred to another support (for instance to sucrose granules).
4. PA(n) as pure information not supported by classical forms of energy and/or
mass becomes as resident in an informational library, so it is possible as
this already contains this information before performing n-CH dilutions.
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